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MEN  S M L 
 
MONDO 23 — 26 25 — 28 28+
 
UK 4 — 7 6 — 9 9+ 
 
US WOMEN 6 - 9 8 - 11 
 
US UNISEX 5 — 8 7 — 10 10+
 
EURO 37 — 41 40 — 43 43+
  

WOMEN S M L

MONDO 21 — 23 23 — 26 25 - 28

UK 2 — 4 4 — 7 6 - 9

US WOMEN 4 — 6 6 — 9 8 - 11

US UNISEX 3 - 5 5 - 8 7 - 10

EURO 34 — 37 37 — 41 40 - 43 
 
 

YOUTH S M 

MONDO 21 — 23 23 - 26

UK 2 — 4 4 - 7

US WOMEN 4 - 6 6 - 9

US YOUTH 3 — 5 5 - 8

EURO 34 — 37 37 - 41

INTERNATIONAL FIT STANDARDS
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DEDICATION.

There are only two options regarding commitment:

TOTAL COMMITMENT

P: JOEL FRASER

THERE'S NO SUCH THING AS LIFE IN-BETWEEN.

YOU ARE EITHER YOU ARE

OR 
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UNION BINDING CO.
BINDING COLLECTION OVERVIEW

COLICO, ITALY / SEATTLE, USA

STRONGER.

YEAR. 13
IT/USA
---
STRONGER

When you look at the reasons why Union has been on such 

a tremendous run over the past 12 years – the engineering 

precision, durability, and progressive innovations - there's a 

common thread. All of these things (and more) make up the 

premium riding experience and value for those who have 

ever bought a pair.  

Nowhere is our commitment to product progression and 

value better expressed than in our all-new 17/18 Expedition 

series of splitboard bindings.   

100% new tooling and new designs, this series represents our 

focus and dedication throughout all aspects of snowboarding 

and the goal of offering superior bindings at every price and 

category. 

 

Focus and dedication - the “Stronger” motto not only stands 

for our product – it represents all facets of the company. 

From product, to delivery, to sales & customer service… From 

the best team in snowboarding, to the amazing friendships 

and genuine approach to doing business.  

Welcome to Year Thirteen of the Union Binding Company.
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Free from the distraction of developing a bazillion 

different products for snowboarding, camping, and 

whatever else...  Union focuses solely on building better 

bindings for snowboarding, and is the first choice for 

professional snowboarders around the globe.  

RIDER: SCOTT STEVENS
P: JOEL FRASER

THE FORGED CARBON SERIES

Exclusive to Union - Forged Carbon is 
the lightest / strongest material known 
to man, and delivers peak performing 
heelside response and board control.  
Nothing else comes close.  

THE UNION CUSTOM HOUSE

UCH customized product is offered in limited 
numbers, and showcases our appreciation 
and respect for our like minded peers and 
heros - both inside and outside of the 
snowboarding industry.

THE EXPEDITION SERIES

New for 17/18, the Expedition Series 
of splitboard bindings are simplistic 
bombproof, and most importantly - they 
have the rideability and natural feeling 
of classic Union Bindings.  



PAGE 00.00UNIONBINDINGCOMPANY.COMPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT / OUR APPROACH

A binding is only as adequate as the 

sum of all of its parts.  That's why 

since day one, Union has been on a 

constant quest to develop and introduce 

cutting edge materials and processes.  

Pioneering new levels of durability and 

performance through the years has 

resulted in exceptional sell through and 

near zero warranty, year after year.  We 

give snowboarders what they want, and 

back it up 365 days a year.

MATERIALS 
MATTER

RIDER: DUSTIN CRAVEN
P: DARCY BACHA
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Lighter and stronger than titanium, Forged Carbon allows us to 

create 3D binding components that are traditionally limited to plastic 

injection.  Forged Carbon is the future of high-end, performance 

based components.

RIDER: TORSTEIN HORGMO
P: ANDY WRIGHT



PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT / FORGED CARBON

FALCOR / T.RICE

The all new Falcor showcases the 

future of Union technology and product 

progression.  Developed over two full 

years alongside Travis Rice, the Falcor 

utilizes a multi-layered approach that 

focuses strength, support, and durability 

in crucial areas.  

Also new for 17/18 is the Stage 6 base, 

which incorporates a new process called 

“Microfused Injection”.  In simple terms, 

we focus the nylon injection entry point 

around the disk ring where strength is 

most crucial, resulting in the lightest/

strongest base to date.

CONSTANT 
PRODUCT 
PROGRESSION

PAGE 16.17UNIONBINDINGCOMPANY.COM

RIDER: TRAVIS RICE
P: ANDREW MILLER
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The wait is finally over - with two years of development, side  

by side with Bryan Iguchi and Travis Rice - the Union Splitboard  

Binding System is here at last! Carrying on our “less is more” 

product mentality, the Expedition System is ready to ride out of  

the box, cutting out the confusion of getting yourself into the 

splitboard game.

RIDER: BRYAN IGUCHI
P: ANDREW MILLER



PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT / SPLIT SIMPLICITY

EXPEDITION BINDINGS

Considering all the factors that go into 

a successful splitboard mission, isn’t the 

ride down the most important?  

The Expedition Series not only look like 

traditional Union bindings, they ride like 

traditional Union bindings.  Compared to 

the rest, the Expedition system features 

a unique interface that corkscrews your 

board together and allowing it to perform 

like a normal board. 

Less moving parts, simplistic design, and 

proven materials come together as the 

next generation of splitboard bindings.  

EFFICIENT  
PERFORMANCE

RIDER: BRYAN IGUCHI
P: ANDREW MILLER
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EXCLUSIVE
LIMITED NUMBERS
BLANK CANVAS

UNIONBINDINGCOMPANY.COM
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PRO TEAM DEVELOPED

PROPRIETARY MATERIALS

100% CUSTOM HARDWARE

PROPRIETARY DESIGN
GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT

PRO TEAM APPROVED

PROPRIETARY INNOVATIONS

GUARANTEED

INTEGRATED DISTRIBUTION

Controlling our full circle supply chain assures a superior 

product from start to finish.  From chairlift meetings, to 

paper sketches, then CAD Designs...  Prototypes, testing, 

and tooling... All Union Bindings are developed, produced, 

and shipped inhouse with zero outsourcing or 3rd party 

middlemen cutting into the value of our final product.  

Union is THE only conventional binding supplier who owns 

and operates it's own production facility.

FULL CIRCLE
DIRECT ASSEMBLY

UNIONBINDINGCOMPANY.COM
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EXPEDITION
SERIES.

RIDER: TRAVIS RICE
P: ANDREW MILLER
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / EXPEDITION FC

THE GAME HAS CHANGED

EXPEDITION
FC



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

EXOFRAME/AIR ANKLE STRAPS:
All new for 17/18, ExoFrame/Air produces strength and rapid  
response on the outside, fit and pillowed comfort on the inside.

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

MAGNESIUM 2.0 RATCHETS:
Four times stronger than aluminum with only half the weight, Union 
buckles are built to last. The new 2.0 design is ten percent lighter 
than previous versions.

SYNTHETIC EVA 3.0 BUSHINGS:
Shock absorbing synthetic bushings are durable and an outstanding 
compliment to the smooth, natural ride of the SP1 base.  

FORGED HEELCUPS: 
The rigidity and strength of FC Heelcups act like a roll cage on a 
race car - stiffening the entire chassis. The male/female connection 
with the base provides a seamless response.

Designed specifically for touring, Expedition Highbacks feature an 
adjustable quick-snap forward lean adjuster that goes from tour to 
riding mode with the flick of your fingers.

SYMMETRIC DURAFLEX HIGHBACKS:

This revolutionary composite contains a very high amount of 
pre-blended blended carbon, resulting in a super light torsionally 
rigid baseplate, ideal splitboarding.  

X-CARB SP1 BASE:

BACKCOUNTRY
CARBON.
When splitting into the backcountry or 

taking the ride back down, a bombproof 

connection plays a big role in both climbing 

and the descent. The Expedition FC 

combines the simplicity of our Union Split 

System with the performance you have 

come to expect from our high-end Forged 

Carbon bindings that provide a precise 

interface to your board.

RIDDEN BY:
Travis Rice

THE FORGED BENEFIT

ALL-IN-ONE

With 500,000 turbostratic fibers per square inch, the 

benefits of Forged Carbon ensure that no power is lost on 

the skin up or the ride down.  This lightweight and durable 

material is perfectly suited for splitboard binding systems.

Unlike complicated binding systems involving a number of 

moving parts, the Union Split System functions with just one 

pin.  Pull the pin to change modes, push it in to lock the 

system in place.  Simplicity and performance in one package.

UNION BINDING COMPANY / 2017.18 PAGE 32.33MODEL / EXPEDITION FC

(BLACK)
(M/L)

UNIONBINDINGCOMPANY.COM

QUICK FLAD + LADDER:
When it’s time to switch your bindings to 
climb mode, the most comfortable option 
is lowering your forward lean adjuster to 
decrease the highback angle for the ascent.   
 
Instead of screws, locks, and complicated 
adjustment methods, the Expedition FC features 
a one-turn adjuster and a quick flip ladder 
that gets you to the top with minimal effort.

EXPEDITION FC INNOVATIONS

ALSO AVAILABLE:

CLIMBING SKINS CRAMPONS
(CUT TO FIT)
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / EXPEDITION

EASY BACKCOUNTRY ACCESS

 
EXPEDITION



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

3D SYMMETRIC ANKLE STRAPS:
Direct Connect System locks you in with zero strap elasticity. The 
MultiLayer Core inside provides supreme comfort, and conforms across 
the top of your foot.

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

MAGNESIUM RATCHETS:
This Union exclusive process produces a material 4 times the strength 
of aluminum with only 1/2 the weight. Plus magnesium is easily recycled 
and remains the eighth most abundant element on the planet.

SYNTHETIC EVA 3.0 BUSHINGS:
Shock absorbing synthetic bushings are durable and an outstanding 
compliment for the smooth, natural ride of the SP1 base. 

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS:
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll 
cage on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis. The male/female 
connection with the base provides seamless response.

Designed specifically for touring, Expedition Highbacks feature an 
adjustable quick-snap forward lean adjuster that goes from tour to 
riding mode with the flick of your fingers.

SYMMETRIC DURAFLEX HIGHBACKS:

Once injected with Duraflex ST Nylon, SP1 Expedition base becomes an 
even stiffer, backcountry access machine.  Developed and rigorously 
tested by none other than Travis Rice and Bryan Iguchi.

DURAFLEX ST SP1 BASE:

CONNECTION
RECONSIDERED.
Built to minimize the time it takes to convert 

from climb mode to ride mode, the Union 

Split System is not only simple to use, but 

the unique connection between binding 

and board also maintains the torsional 

strength of your splitboard.  This gives you 

the performance you expect from your 

snowboard along with the performance you 

expect from Union.

RIDDEN BY:
Bryan Iguchi

UNMISTAKABLY UNION 

QUIVER COMPLIANT

No compromises were made to our binding platform when 

redesigning it around the function of splitboard performance.   

We use the same guaranteed heelcups, ratchets, straps, and 

materials in our split binding as we do throughout our entire 

product line.

Split bindings do not only have to be used with split 

boards.  If you have a quiver of decks to choose from when 

the situation calls, just mount the Union Split System disc 

on each one.  With the push of a pin you can swap your 

Expedition bindings between each board quicker than it 

takes to lace your boots.
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SPLIT PIN SYSTEM:
Pins serve as a common method of connection 
for some of the top performing split systems on 
the market.  Union takes this mounting approach 
a step further by combining the pin with our 
Split System baseplate for further connectivity.

Between the baseplate and the pin, the 
percentage points of connection are greater 
than pin-only systems, allowing for a stronger 
interface between binding and board.

EXPEDITION INNOVATIONS

ALSO AVAILABLE:

CLIMBING SKINS CRAMPONS
(CUT TO FIT)



THE SPLIT PROCESS EXPEDITION FUNCTIONALITY

RIDE MODE: HIKE MODE:

STEP 01 STEP 04STEP 02 STEP 05STEP 03 STEP 06
Rotate the secure pin to unlock the binding then remove 

the pin from the middle of the binding baseplate to 

allow the binding to rotate.

Unlock the nose and tail clips then slide the two halves 

of the snowboard apart.

Rotate the entire binding assembly 90˚ to unlock the 

binding and allow the center portion of the splitboard 

to separate.

Place the binding into the climbing cradle located in the 

middle of the board.  

Pull directly upwards to remove the binding assembly 

from the board.  Now repeat the process with the other 

binding.

Push the secure pin into the toe of the binding then 

rotate into the locked position.  Repeat steps 3 through 

six with the other binding and you’re ready to climb.

To switch back into riding mode, follow steps 1 - 6 in 

reverse order.
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FORGED CARBON
SERIES.

RIDER: GIGI RÜF
P: ANDY WRIGHT
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THE STRENGTH OF CARBON REDEFINED

ULTRA
FC

FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

EXOFRAME/AIR ANKLE STRAPS:
All new for 17/18, ExoFrame/Air produces strength and rapid response 
on the outside, fit and pillowed comfort on the inside.

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

MAGNESIUM 2.0 RATCHETS:
Four times stronger than aluminum with only half the weight, Union 
buckles are built to last. The new 2.0 design is ten percent lighter 
than previous versions.

FC VAPORLITE 3.0 BUSHING SYSTEM:
Integrated Forged Carbon and Vaporlite 3.0 create an exceptionally 
responsive platform, cushioned with the highest quality closed cell 
foam available.  A smooth riding CARVING MACHINE!!!

FORGED CARBON HEELCUPS:
The rigidity and strength of FC Heelcups act like a roll cage on a 
race car - stiffening the entire chassis. The male/female connection 
with the base provides a seamless response.

Forged Carbon exceeds the strength requirements of injected plastic 
tenfold.  Lighter is only better when it is stronger.  Forged Carbon 
is as light and strong as it gets.

FORGED FC HIGHBACKS:

This revolutionary composite contains a very high amount of 
pre-blended blended carbon, resulting in a super light and responsive 
ride. You won’t find it anywhere else.

X-CARB MD BASE:

FORGED CARVING  
MACHINE.
What started as an industry-first in 

advanced material development has evolved 

to become a binding platform unlike any 

other on the market.  With eight dedicated 

Forged Carbon components used through 

out the Union FC, this binding sets the bar 

for power-to-weight ratio.

RIDDEN BY:
Gigi Rüf

FORGED FOUNDATION

JOINT DEVELOPMENT

New to the FC is a redesigned Forged Carbon base that 

combines the durability of Forged Carbon with an integrated 

Vaporlite bushing for flex where you need it and strength in 

high stress regions.

What began as a material development partnership 

between the Lamborghini Advanced Studies Research Lab 

and Union Binding Company has evolved to bring Forged 

Carbon component production inhouse at Union.  This 

gives us complete control over our R&D to guarantee our 

materials interact perfectly.
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FORGED COMPOSITE:
With traditional Carbon Fiber, you’re limited 
to using a directional weave to achieve 
different flex profiles through the shape 
of your product. This creates limitations in 
shape possibilities where imperfections and 
3D angles equal structural failure. 

Forged Composite is comprised of multi-
directional carbon fibers forged into a 
product that eliminates weakness and allows 
parts to be engineered with a wider range of 
forms and flex properties.

ULTRA FC INNOVATION
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / ULTRA

ULTRA
ALL TERRAIN FREESTYLE FREEDOM

"Street, park or backcountry it doesn't matter, I love the ultra for all 
 things snowboarding."

-TORSTEIN HORGMO 



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

EXOFRAME/AIR ANKLE STRAPS:
All new for 17/18, ExoFrame/Air produces strength and rapid response 
on the outside, fit and pillowed comfort on the inside.

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

MAGNESIUM 2.0 RATCHETS:
Four times stronger than aluminum with only half the weight, Union 
buckles are built to last. The new 2.0 design is ten percent lighter 
than previous versions.

VAPORLITE 2.0:
Vaporlite 2.0 is the evolution of closed cell foam often featured on 
high-end running shoes. Super durable and damp to vibrations in all 
temps. Waterproof.

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS:
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll 
cage on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis. The male/female 
connection with the base provides seamless response.

Working in harmony with the surfy feel of the MD Base, Forged Carbon 
provides the strength and rapid response, for nimble board control 
and connection.

FORGED CARBON HIGHBACKS:

5% binding to board contact allows for even board flex and is 
compatible with the 4x2 mounting pattern, as well as The Channel 
from Burton.

DURAFLEX CB - MD BASE:

PROGRESSIVE
CONTACT.
When developing the Ultra, Gigi had one 

goal: Uncompromised board flex and 

feel.  To create a binding that had these 

characteristics required reducing the contact 

points on the base and integrating flexible, 

dampening EVA. By combining Vaporlite 

2.0 with the Minidisk, we've lowered the 

direct binding to board contact to 5% and 

maintained the progressive flex Gigi loves.

RIDDEN BY:
Gigi Rüf / Torstein Horgmo

VAPORLITE 2.0

MINIDISK

Vaporlite 2.0 is the evolution of closed cell foam often 

featured on high-end running shoes.  This water resistant, 

durable material maintains its superior dampening 

characteristics in cold temperatures, providing a 

cushioned and natural ride.

Minimal Contact Footprint allows for even board flex and 

is compatible with the 4x2 mounting pattern, as well as 

The Channel from Burton.  With a mere 5% binding to 

board contact area, the MD Base enhances natural board 

flex, boosting performance and overall durability.  
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EXOFRAME/AIR ANKLE STRAPS:
As important as connection between binding 
and board, equally important is the 
connection between the rider and binding. 

By using layered multi-density materials, 
ExoFrame/Air ankle straps provide secure 
durability along with superior comfort 
and flex.  Strong, lightweight and highly 
adjustable, these are as good as it gets.

STRAP EVOLUTION
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"From the root to the fruit!  Seeing the Falcor come into existence over the last 
few years, I couldn't be happier with the team at Union and their dedication to 
building the best binding possible. Hassle free, feather light and strength that 
goes the distance."
 
-TRAVIS RICE

DIRECT POWER TRANSFER

PAGE 52.53UNIONBINDINGCOMPANY.COM

FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / FALCOR

FALCOR



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

EXOFRAME/AIR ANKLE STRAPS:
All new for 17/18, ExoFrame/Air produces strength and rapid response 
on the outside, fit and pillowed comfort on the inside.   

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

MAGNESIUM 2.0 RATCHETS:
Four times stronger than aluminum with only half the weight, Union 
buckles are built to last.  The new 2.0 design is ten percent 
lighter than previous versions.

VAPORLITE 3.0 BUSHINGS:
The next generation of Union bushings, the all new 3.0 takes our 
True Flex philosophy to the next level.  Multi-Layered design 
provides a natural 3º canting and season long comfort. 

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS:
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll 
cage on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis. The male/female 
connection with the base provides seamless response.

Duraflex Nylon and Forged Carbon unite to create a ridiculously 
lightweight asymmetric highback that conquers everything in  
it's path.

FORGED HYBRID HIGHBACKS:

Design, material, and the construction process result in a strength 
to weight ratio never before achieved in a snowboard binding.  
Developed, used and abused by Travis Rice.   

STAGE 6 DURAFLEX CB BASE:

MULTIPLE LAYERS  
OF INFLUENCE.
To reflect the level of riding and force 

that Travis Rice is known for, the Falcor 

combines materials with multiple densities 

into both baseplates and highbacks to 

take full advantage of each material’s best 

attributes.  The result is ride that is forgiving 

where you need flex and responsive where 

you want connectivity.  Dialed performance 

leads to new levels of experience.

RIDDEN BY:
Travis Rice

STAGE 6 BASE

FORGED HYBRID HIGHBACKS

Duraflex CB Nylon, integrated with super cushioned Vaporlite 

3.0 Bushings bring the next generation of Union to the 

forefront.  We have developed a manufacturing process 

called “Microfused Injection”, which focuses the nylon 

injection entry point around the disk ring where strength is 

most crucial, resulting in the lightest/strongest base to date.

By combining Forged Carbon and glass injected nylon, we’ve 

created a highback that allows flexibility for medial-lateral 

rotation while preserving a direct connection for edge to 

edge control.  Power where you need it and the freedom to 

ride the way you want.
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FORGED HYBRID BEAM:
A new innovation in the Union line, the Falcor 
features a combination of forged carbon and 
glass injected nylon to create a flex profile 
that compliments Travis Rice's aggressive  
riding style. 

The highback perimeters allow the flex needed 
to dial in your style, while the centralized 
forged carbon beam preserves lossless power 
into the board.

FALCOR INNOVATION



MEN’S BINDING
SERIES.

RIDER: DUSTIN CRAVEN
P: DARCY BACHA
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DEPENDABILITY:

Season after season dependability backed with a Lifetime 

Warranty Base - Union bindings are built for the long haul.  
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / ATLAS

ATLAS

"Snowboarding in Alaska, I never have to worry about my bindings.   
They ride perfect, and have never once failed me."

 - KAZU KOKUBO



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

EXOFRAME ANKLE STRAPS:
Strength and instant response on the outside,  fit and comfort 
on the inside - the ExoFrame ankle strap provides the ultimate 
connection between rider and board.  

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

MAGNESIUM RATCHETS:
This Union exclusive process produces a material 4 times the strength 
of aluminum with only 1/2 the weight. Plus magnesium is easily recycled 
and remains the eighth most abundant element on the planet.

MULTI-DENSITY THERMOFORMED EVA BUSHINGS:
Multi-Density Thermoformed Bushings sustain their function season 
after season - unlike competitors who use urethane, rubber or other 
materials that change color and become brittle over time.

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS: 
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll 
cage on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis. The male/female 
connection with the base provides seamless response.

Super lightweight, streamlined design provides a seamless boot 
interface with complete lateral freedom for maximum tweakage.  

ATLAS HIGHBACKS:

Responsive by design, once injected with Duraflex ST Nylon, the Stage 
3 Atlas base becomes an even stiffer, all mountain ripping machine.  
Tried and true, this base has a huge fanbase.

STAGE III DURAFLEX ST BASE:

ALL MOUNTAIN  
LEGEND.
Being the preferred binding of Union Pro 

Riders such as Kazu Kokubo, Arthur Longo 

and Brandon Cocard, the Atlas upholds 

Union’s strict standards of durability and 

performance. Upgraded Exoframe ankle 

straps are new for 17/18.

RIDDEN BY:
Arthur Longo / Brandon Cocard / Kazu Kokubo

ATLAS STRENGTH

CANTED POWER

Updated and improved, the Atlas returns as a refined 

staple of the Union Binding collection.  Duraflex ST Nylon, 

ExoFrame Straps, and a canted base are just a few of the 

insane features of this all-terrain "do it all" binding with a 

value second to none.  

Ideal for riders using a wide stance, Canted Gas Pedals 

on the Atlas supply extra leverage for ollie power.  

Canting also allows the ankle and knee joints to be 

aligned, alleviating pain.  
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EXOFRAME/ULTRAGRIP COMBO:
Holding you in but never holding you back, the 
ExoFrame Ankle Strap and Ultragrip X combination 
administers next level attachment, comfort and 
freedom.  Multi-Layered constructions provide 
everything you need, and nothing you don’t.   

FOCUSED ON FIT
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SURF THE MOUNTAIN, OR SKATE THE PARK
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / CONTACT PRO

"When I'm working at the Union Engineering HQ, we analyze every  
aspect of these bindings so you don't have to." 

- GIGI RÜF CONTACT  
PRO



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

3D ASYMMETRIC SONIC FUSED ANKLE STRAPS:
Three dimensional Direct-Connect core evenly distributes strap 
pressure and allows lateral freedom. Minimized stitching provides 
exceptional durability. 

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

MAGNESIUM RATCHETS:
This Union exclusive process produces a material 4 times the strength 
of aluminum with only 1/2 the weight.  Plus magnesium is easily 
recycled and remains the eighth most abundant element on the planet.

INTEGRATED VAPORLITE BUSHINGS:
Vaporlite Full Bottom Bushing system is a closed cell foam that 
allows for natural canting and next level vibration dampening and 
season long foot comfort.

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS:
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll 
cage on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis.  The male/female 
connection with the base provides seamless response.  

Developed and tested by Gigi Rüf, CP3 Highbacks are incredibly light, 
extremely comfortable, and outstanding in all types of snowboarding 
terrain.

CP3 HIGHBACKS:

Duraflex ST blended nylon is utilized on the Contact Pro to provide 
a medium flexing base that is softer than the Ultra and stiffer than 
the Contact.  A great choice for all types of snowboarding. 

CP3 DURAFLEX ST BASE:

GIGI TESTED.
RüF APPROVED.
Designed and endorsed by Union Pro Rider 

Gigi Rüf, the Contact Pro has become a 

staple within the Union collection with team 

riders and retailers alike.  With a nominal 

binding-to-board contact footprint and 

softer flex overall, it is the perfect tool for 

riders looking for total freedom and a surfy 

board feel.

RIDDEN BY:
Gigi Rüf / Dustin Craven

DURAFLEX ST - SUPER TOUGH

5% CONTACT AREA

One of the lightest bindings ever produced, the Contact 

Pro focuses the strength of Duraflex ST in critical areas of 

the base for power, and Vaporlite dampening underfoot 

for cushioned comfort. 

Patented minimal board-to-binding footprint crucially reduces 

interference with your board’s true flex and provides a more 

natural response and feel.  
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CONTACT PRO BASE:
A Union specific innovation that has become 
a staple in our binding line, the Contact 
Pro base combines our Minidisk technology 
with Vaporlite bushings for minimal contact, 
true board flex, and maximum board feel.

CONTACT PRO INNOVATION
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CONFIDENCE:

When the best snowboarders in the world choose Union 

completely based on merit, you know you are getting a lot 

more than the status quo.
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / FORCE

 
FORCE



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

SYMMETRIC SONIC FUSED ANKLE STRAPS:
Three dimensional Direct-Connect core evenly distributes strap pres-
sure and allows lateral freedom.  Minimized stitching provides excep-
tional durability.  

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

MAGNESIUM RATCHETS:
This Union exclusive process produces a material 4 times the strength 
of aluminum with only 1/2 the weight.  Plus magnesium is easily 
recycled and remains the eighth most abundant element on the planet.

MULTI-DENSITY THERMOFORMED EVA BUSHINGS:
Multi-Density Thermoformed Bushings sustain their function season 
after season - unlike competitors who use urethane, rubber or other 
materials that change color and become brittle over time.  

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS:
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll cage 
on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis.  The male/female con-
nection with the base provides seamless response.  

Duraflex Injected Multizone Force Highbacks are tapered towards the 
top, providing flex and tweakability where you want it, support and 
durability where you need it.

FORCE HIGHBACKS:

Blended to provide a smooth and responsive ride, Duraflex ST Nylon 
retains this intended performance in a broad range of temperatures.

STAGE 4 DURAFLEX ST BASE:

100+ DAY PER SEASON
WORKHORSE DEPENDABILITY.
A brand within the brand, the Force delivers 

the durability and purity of performance 

demanded by 100-plus-day-a-year riders.  An 

indestructible binding that can handle any 

condition or terrain with all the features you 

need and nothing you don’t.  Extreme all day 

comfort, season after season dependability, 

and backed by a lifetime warranty base - the 

Force is simply down for the duration.

RIDDEN BY:
Dan Brisse / Kevin Jones

THE ORIGINAL

BANG FOR THE BUCK

Pioneering the concept of “True Flex” base design, Union was 

also the first binding on the market to incorporate bombproof 

Extruded Aluminum Heelcups, and Magnesium Buckles.  

Compared to other bindings in this price category, the Force 

stands alone.  We have combined superb materials, features 

and function that merge into an overall value that is second 

to none.
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FORCE HIGHBACKS:
Arguably the most iconic Union part of all 
time, the Force highback is a classic design 
that has stood the test of time.  Performance, 
comfort and durability are a few of the reasons 
they have been redesigned, but not redefined. 

FORCE INNOVATION
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FEATHERLIGHT:   

The perfect balance of strength vs. weight, the Contact is 

designed with a “less is more” mindset.
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / CONTACT

 
CONTACT

"The Contact binding is light, responsive and extremely playful!   
I enjoy riding all Union bindings but the Contact is my favorite." 

-SCOTTY STEVENS



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

3D ASYMMETRIC ANKLE STRAPS:
Pre-curved 3D Multi-Layer Strap Core evenly distributes pressure, 
keeping you locked in and on point.  

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

ALUMINUM RATCHETS:
Fast in and fast out - this new mechanism combined with union alu-
minum is superior to any binding ratchet on the market - with the 
exception of Union magnesium.

MULTI-DENSITY THERMOFORMED EVA BUSHINGS:
Multi-Density Thermoformed Bushings sustain their function season 
after season - unlike competitors who use urethane, rubber or other 
materials that change color and become brittle over time.  

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS:
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll 
cage on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis.  The male/female 
connection with the base provides seamless response.  

A team favorite, the ASYM S2 Highback is perfect for all around 
freestyle and urban snowboarding.  This indestructible design is 
slightly tweaked towards the outside for seamless boot interface.

ASYM S2 HIGHBACKS:

For more of a surfy feel, the Contact MD Base comes Duraflex injected 
and is the softest out of the MD Base family.  Ideal for lighter 
riders and/or people looking for that playful “loose trucks” feeling.  

DURAFLEX MD BASE:

TRUE BOARD FLEX.
TRUE BOARD CONTROL.
A favorite of Union Pro Rider Scott Stevens, 

the Contact has minimal binding-to-board 

contact points for less interference with 

your board’s true and natural flex pattern.  

Sturdy asymmetrical highbacks combined 

with a mid-soft flexing Duraflex MD base, 

make the Contact an awesome choice for 

park laps and street features.   

RIDDEN BY:
Scott Stevens

MD BASE

HIGHBACK OPTIONS

Minimal Contact Footprint allows for even board flex and 

is compatible with the 4x2 mounting pattern, as well as the 

Channel from Burton.  With a mere 5% binding-to-board 

contact area, the Minidisk Base enhances natural board flex, 

boosting performance and overall durability.  

The 17/18 Scott Stevens Pro Contact comes with an all new 

“zero forward lean” Asymmetric S2 Highback.  Black, Red, 

and Camo colorways come with traditional Union forward 

lean adjusters.
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RIDDEN BY SCOTT STEVENS

P: JOEL FRASER
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / STR

ACCESSIBLE ALL MOUNTAIN CHARGER

STR



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

BONE OUT ANKLE STRAPS:
Light as a feather and super comfy, Bone Out straps feature a 3D 
Symmetric design that eliminates foot pain across the top of the 
foot.  

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

ALUMINUM RATCHETS:
Fast in and fast out - this new mechanism combined with union 
aluminum is superior to any binding ratchet on the market - with the 
exception of union magnesium.

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS:
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll 
cage on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis.  The male/female 
connection with the base provides seamless response.  

Symmetrical modern fitting ST Highbacks feature a multi-layered nylon 
design that is ideal for all around heelside support and control.

ST SYMMETRICAL HIGHBACKS:

The ST Stage 5 Base is perfect for All Mountain / Freeride based 
riders looking for serious bang for the buck. Canted and bombproof, 
the ST blows away everything in its class. 

STAGE 5 DURAFLEX BASE:

BUILT 
TO LAST.
The All-New Union STR is the binding for 

stepping up to larger drops and more technical 

lines. For riders looking for the performance 

of the Atlas at a price that’s nice, the STR 

maintains everything you would expect from 

our high end.   Canted Stage 5 Base, TR16 

Highbacks and Bone-Out straps make choosing 

the STR a no brainer.

RIDDEN BY:
Johnny O'Connor

SUPER TOUGH

CANTED POWER

With an unprecedented performance for the price, the STR 

represents our philosophy that there is no such thing as 

“entry level” in the Union family of bindings.  Constantly 

investing and reinvesting into product is what sets Union 

apart from the competition.  

Ideal for riders using a wide stance, Canted Gas Pedals on 

the STR supply extra leverage and ollie power.  Canting also 

allows the ankle and knee joints to be aligned, alleviating 

pain.  
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MODEL / STR

TR16 HIGHBACK:
Developed with the same mentality as the Falcor 
Highback, the TR16 features a dual material 
combination to increases rigidity through the 
areas of the highback that benefit the most. 

For riders looking to progress, the STR offers 
an unadulterated feeling of how your binding 
and board torsionally flex together.

STR INNOVATION

MULTI-DENSITY THERMOFORMED EVA BUSHINGS: 
Multi-Density Thermoformed Bushings sustain their function season 
after season - unlike competitors who use urethane, rubber or other 
materials that change color and become brittle over time.
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EXCEPTIONAL VALUE:

There is no such thing as “entry level” at Union.  
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / FLITE PRO

FLITE
PRO



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

3D SYMMETRIC ANKLE STRAPS:
Pre-curved 3D Multi-Layer Strap Core evenly distributes pressure, 
keeping you locked in and on point.  

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

ALUMINUM RATCHETS:
Fast in and fast out - this new mechanism combined with union 
aluminum is superior to any binding ratchet on the market - with the 
exception of union magnesium.

THERMOFORMED EVA BUSHINGS:
The bushing system on the Flite Pro offers added cushioning focus 
in the heel area, where it is needed most.  True Board Flex, and a 
smooth ride.

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS:
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll 
cage on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis.  The male/female 
connection with the base provides seamless response.  

Possibly the lightest plastic highback designed, the CP1 is outstanding 
for all types of snowboarders and all types of terrain. Developed with 
Gigi Rüf, and the perfect compliment to the Flite Base. 

CP1 HIGHBACKS:

The lightest binding in its price category industry wide, and the 
baseplate is a big reason. During injection, the even mold flow design 
provides incredible Duraflex strength with less overall nylon material.

FLITE DURAFLEX BASE:

F#CKING  
LIGHT.
F#cking Light is its name, and kicking 

ass in the park is its game.  Packed with 

features like Duraflex Nylon, UltraGrip Toe 

Straps, CP1 Highbacks and backed with the 

confidence of a lifetime warranty base, the 

Flite is the binding choice for endless hot 

laps in the park.  

RIDDEN BY:
Phil Jacques

DURAFLEX™

ULTRAGRIP TOESTRAPS

Duraflex blended nylon is specifically designed for cold 

temperatures, offering unsurpassed levels of strength and 

longevity.  Engineered for snowboarding, exclusive to Union.

For the 17/18 season, Union proudly features UltraGrip Toe 

Straps throughout the entire binding collection.  Multi-Positional 

options and thermoplastic anti-slip material keeps you locked in 

and on point - a simplistic, yet highly durable design.  
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CP1 HIGHBACKS:
Developed and tested by Gigi Rüf.  Incredibly 
light, extremely comfortable, and outstanding 
for all types of snowboarders and every type 
of terrain. 

FLITE PRO INNOVATION
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CADET
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / CADET

JUMPSTARTING SKILLS OF THE YOUTH



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

3D SYMMETRIC ANKLE STRAPS: 
Pre-curved 3D Multi-Layer Strap Core evenly distributes pressure, 
keeping you locked in and on point.

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

ALUMINUM RATCHETS: 
Fast in and fast out - this new mechanism combined with union 
aluminum is superior to any binding ratchet on the market - with the 
exception of Union magnesium.

MULTI-DENSITY THERMOFORMED EVA BUSHINGS: 
Multi-Density Thermoformed Bushings sustain their function season 
after season - unlike competitors who use urethane, rubber or other 
materials that change color and become brittle over time.

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS: 
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll 
cage on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis. The male/female 
connection with the base provides seamless response.

All-New for the 17/18 season, the Cadet Highback is a super 
lightweight, freestyle oriented design specifically intended for kids.  
Guaranteed against breakage for life.

CADET HIGHBACKS:

The ST Stage 5 Base is perfect for All Mountain / Freeride based 
riders looking for serious bang for the buck. Canted and bombproof, 
the ST blows away everything in its class.

STAGE 5 DURAFLEX CADET BASE:

NEXT GENERATION  
PERFORMANCE.
A youth version of what the pros ride, 

the softer flexing Cadet is the ideal 

binding for up and coming mini shredders.  

Light, durable, and with ample range of 

adjustment for growing feet, the Cadet 

accepts no compromise.   

 

Lifetime Warranty Base.

RIDDEN BY:
Union Kids Everywhere

ADJUSTABLE HEELCUPS

ALUMINUM RATCHETS

Did you know that all other bindings at this price are unibody 

design, with no heelcup adjustment?  Considering how fast 

those little feet grow, the Cadet from Union is the smart 

choice.  Adjustment is better.  

While most kid’s bindings out there settle with plastic 

ratchets, the Cadet features high-end Injected Aluminum.  

Fast in and fast out, Union Aluminum Ratchets are the 

perfect combination of function and reliability.   
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CP2 MINI HIGHBACKS:
Minishreds don't deserve mini features.  
This full featured youth binding has all 
the technology that you would expect 
from a Union product but scaled down and 
anatomically optimised for young rippers.   
 
Duraflex injection, overpadded EVA bushings, 
and a youth-specific Forward Lean Adjuster 
all combine to create a big package at a 
youth size.

YOUTH GONE WILD
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WOMEN’S BINDING
SERIES.

P: DARCY BACHA
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / LEGACY

FROM WEEKEND WARRIORS TO OLYMPIC CHAMPIONS, AN 

INCREDIBLE AMOUNT OF GIRLS CHOOSE UNION 

LEGACY



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

3D ASYMMETRIC SONIC FUSED ANKLE STRAPS:
Three dimensional Direct-Connect core evenly distributes strap 
pressure and allows lateral freedom. Minimized stitching provides 
exceptional durability.

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

MAGNESIUM RATCHETS:
This exclusive process produces a material 4 times the strength of 
aluminum with only 1/2 the weight. Plus magnesium is easily recycled 
and is the eighth most abundant element on the planet.

INTEGRATED VAPORLITE BUSHINGS:
Vaporlite Full Bottom Bushing system is a closed cell foam that 
allows for natural canting and next level vibration dampening and 
season long foot comfort.

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS: 
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll 
cage on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis. The male/female 
connection with the base provides seamless response.

Female specific and exclusive to this model, Legacy highbacks combine 
the total freedom of movement you want in the air with the strategic 
support you need to set down the landing gear.  

ASYM/SYMMETRIC LEGACY HIGHBACKS:

Duraflex ST blended nylon is utilized on the Legacy to provide a 
medium flexing base that is softer than the Ultra and stiffer than 
the Contact. A great choice for all types of snowboarding.

DURAFLEX ST LEGACY BASE:

ANATOMICALLY  
ACCURATE.
The Legacy is ideal for girls looking for 

the aggressive performance of a high-end 

men’s binding, with the anatomically correct 

fit of a proper ladies’ model.  Perfect for 

steep lines, high-speed carves, and Olympic 

halfpipes, the overall stiffness and response 

of the Legacy proves our dedication towards 

female-specific product progression. 

RIDDEN BY:
Cheryl Maas

699 GRAMS

100% FEMALE SPECIFIC

One of the lightest bindings ever produced, the Legacy 

focuses the strength of Duraflex ST Nylon in critical areas 

of the base for power, and takes full advantage of EVA 

dampening everywhere else.  

Accurate fit specifically for the ladies - the Legacy is a softer 

flexing and anatomically correct fit from the highbacks, down 

to the straps and baseplates.  
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VAPORLITE:
Vaporlite is the evolution of closed cell  
foam often featured on high-end running shoes.   
 
This water resistant, durable material  
maintains it’s superior dampening 
characteristics in cold temperatures,  
providing a ride that can’t be matched.

LEGACY INNOVATION
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TRILOGY
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / TRILOGY

A WOMEN’S SPECIFIC UNION CLASSIC



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

3D SYMMETRIC ANKLE STRAPS: 
Pre-curved 3D Multi-Layer Strap Core evenly distributes pressure, 
keeping you locked in and on point.  Overpadded and female specific.

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

MAGNESIUM RATCHETS:
This exclusive process produces a material 4 times the strength of 
aluminum with only 1/2 the weight. Plus magnesium is easily recycled 
and remains the eighth most abundant element on the planet.

MULTI-DENSITY THERMOFORMED EVA BUSHINGS:
Multi-Density Thermoformed Bushings sustain their function season 
after season - unlike competitors who use urethane, rubber or other 
materials that change color and become brittle over time.

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS:
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll 
cage on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis. The male/female 
connection with the base provides seamless response.

A female specific version of our iconic Force Highback, the Trilogy 
versions are tapered towards the top, providing flex and tweakability 
where you want it, support and durability where you need it.

TRILOGY HIGHBACKS:

Blended to provide a smooth and responsive ride, Duraflex ST Nylon 
retains this intended performance in a broad range of temperatures.  

DURAFLEX ST TRILOGY BASE:

LIGHTEST ON  
THE MARKET.
Our tried and true women’s workhorse is 

the lightest binding in the industry, and a 

favorite for Union Pro Jessica Kimura.  Like 

Jess, the Trilogy is bombproof and can 

handle any condition or terrain with ease.  

The female specific design kicks ass and 

comes backed with the safety, security and 

confidence of a lifetime warranty base.

RIDDEN BY:
Jess Kimura

INJECTED MAGNESIUM RATCHETS

FIRST CLASS COMFORT

This Union exclusive process produces a material four times 

the strength of aluminum with only half the weight.  Plus, 

magnesium is easily recycled and remains the eighth most 

abundant element on the planet.  

Overpadded ankle straps, Multi-Density Thermoformed EVA 

Bushings and UltraGrip toe straps equip the Trilogy with all 

day comfort, all season long.
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TRILOGY II BASE:
Smooth riding with a seamless board connection, 
the Trilogy II Base is the female specific 
equivalent to our classic Force binding.  With 
a lifetime warranty guarantee and classic looks, 
this is a go-to binding that will always ride 
with style.

LIGHT TOUCH
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / MILAN

STYLE FOR MILES



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

3D ASYMMETRIC ANKLE STRAPS: 
Pre-curved 3D Multi-Layer Strap Core evenly distributes pressure, 
keeping you locked in and on point.  Overpadded and female specific.

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

ALUMINUM RATCHETS:
Fast in and fast out - this new mechanism combined with union 
aluminum is superior to any binding ratchet on the market - with the 
exception of Union magnesium.

MULTI-DENSITY THERMOFORMED EVA BUSHINGS:
Multi-Density Thermoformed Bushings sustain their function season 
after season - unlike competitors who use urethane, rubber or other 
materials that change color and become brittle over time.

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS:
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll 
cage on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis. The male/female 
connection with the base provides seamless response.

The ASYM S2 Lady Highback is perfect for freestyle and urban 
snowboarding.  This super durable and responsive design is slightly 
tweaked towards the outside to compliment the natural canted base.  

ASYM S2 LADY HIGHBACKS:

For more of a surfy feel, the Milan MD Base comes Duraflex injected 
and is the softest out of the MD Base family. Ideal for lighter 
riders and/or people looking for that playful “loose trucks” feeling.

DURAFLEX MD MILAN BASE:

CONTRIBUTING TOWARDS  
THE B4BC CAUSE.
Jamie Anderson is the most successful 

competitive snowboarder of all time, and the 

Milan is her weapon of choice.  Featuring 

a playful and softer flexing Minidisk base, 

combined with the delivered stability of the 

S2 ASYM highback, the Milan is excellent for 

park and all mountain snowboard terrain.  

MINIDISK

ASYM S2 HIGHBACKS

The Minimal Contact Footprint on Union Minidisk Baseplates 

enhance an even board flex - elevating your board’s durability 

and performance.  All Union Minidisk bindings are compatible 

with the 4x2 mounting pattern as well as The Channel from 

Burton.  

We have taken our Multizone philosophy, made it female 

specific, and tweaked it towards the outside for boosted 

lateral support and control when pressing, buttering and 

spinning off jumps.    

UNION BINDING COMPANY / 2017.18 MODEL / MILAN

(OLIVE) (B4BC) (PLUM)
(WOMENS S/M/L) (WOMENS S/M) (WOMENS S/M)
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B4BC INFO:
Boarding for Breast Cancer (B4BC) is a non-
profit foundation that advocates early detection 
and a healthy, active, and sustainable 
lifestyle as the best means for breast cancer 
prevention. Founded in 1996, B4BC empowers young 
people to make positive choices that promote 
lifelong wellness through outreach, prevention, 
sustainability, and support programs.

UNION PARTNERSHIP

RIDDEN BY:
Jamie Anderson
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JULIET
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / JULIET

NEXT LEVEL PERFORMANCE AND THE DESIGN TO MATCH



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

3D SYMMETRIC ANKLE STRAPS:
Pre-curved 3D Multi-Layer Strap Core evenly distributes pressure, 
keeping you locked in and on point.

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

ALUMINUM RATCHETS:
Fast in and fast out - this new mechanism combined with Union 
aluminum is superior to any binding ratchet on the market - with the 
exception of Union magnesium.

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS:
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll 
cage on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis. The male/female 
connection with the base provides seamless response.

Symmetric in shape, asymmetric in flex, the 17/18 Juliet Highbacks 
are Duraflex Injected and anatomically correct for optimal comfort, 
control and performance for the ladies. 

JULIET ASYMMETRIC HIGHBACKS:

The Juliet Stage 5 Base is perfect for All Mountain / Freeride based 
riders looking for serious bang for the buck. Canted and bombproof, 
the Juliet blows away everything in its class.

JULIET STAGE 5 DURAFLEX BASE:

EFFORTLESS 
EFFICIENCY.
The Juliet is one of our best selling bindings, 

and the reason is clear – it’s packed with 

high end materials and women-specific 

features throughout, for lightweight, season-

long comfort backed with lifetime durability.   

Canted footbeds work in harmony with 

Asymmetric highbacks making the Juliet the 

best riding binding in this price range. 

ALUMINUM RATCHETS

CANTED COMFORT

Injected Aluminum comes out 100% pure and maintains 

strength properties that are exponentially superior to 

cast aluminum ratchets.  Fast in and fast out, Union 

Aluminum Ratchets are the perfect combination of 

function and reliability.

Canted Gas Pedals on the Juliet supply extra leverage for 

ollie power and carving ease.  Canting also allows your 

ankle and knee joints to be aligned, preventing pain.
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(BLACK) (BURGUNDY) (WHITE)
(WOMENS S/M/L) (WOMENS S/M) (WOMENS S/M)
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FEMALE SPEC FIT:
Embracing our “less is more” philosophy, the 
super lightweight and female specific design 
of the Juliet Highback eliminates calf bite 
pressure, and will keep you ripping the slopes 
in comfort - all day long. 

SYMMETRIC SHAPE/ASYMMETRIC FLEX

MULTI-DENSITY THERMOFORMED EVA BUSHINGS: 
Multi-Density Thermoformed Bushings sustain their function season 
after season - unlike competitors who use urethane, rubber or other 
materials that change color and become brittle over time.
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FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

MODEL / ROSA

THE GATEWAY TO GOOD TIMES

 
ROSA



FEATURED TECHNOLOGY

3D SYMMETRIC ANKLE STRAPS:
Pre-curved 3D Multi-Layer Strap Core evenly distributes pressure, 
keeping you locked in and on point. Overpadded and female specific.

AVAILABLE COLORWAYS:

ALUMINUM RATCHETS:
Fast in and fast out - this new mechanism combined with Union 
aluminum is superior to any binding ratchet on the market - with the 
exception of Union magnesium.

THERMOFORMED EVA BUSHINGS:
Union Thermoformed EVA Bushings are super lightweight, dampen 
vibrations, and promote a true and even board flex.

EXTRUDED 3D ALUMINUM HEELCUPS:
The rigidity and strength of Extruded Aluminum acts like a roll 
cage on a race car - stiffening the entire chassis. The male/female 
connection with the base provides seamless response.

Asym/Symmetric Highbacks are designed female specific for zero calf 
bite.  Comfort where you need it, supportive where you want it.  
Duraflex Injected.

ROSA HIGHBACKS:

This featherlite, all-mountain freestyle oriented design is perfect-
ly suited for beginners to experts alike.  Performance, comfort and 
backed with a Lifetime Warranty.

FLITE LADY BASE:

CUSTOMIZED  
CONVENIENCE.
Rosa Highbacks, Shift-on-the-Fly Forward 

Lean, Supercush Bushings, and a more 

forgiving flex make the Rosa easy to 

set up and easy to ride.  With an ultra-

customized, female specific design, 

this lightweight beauty is the ultimate 

combination of affordability and incessant 

all-around comfort.

FULL ADJUSTMENT

LIFETIME WARRANTY BASE

Having the option of adjusting your heelcup to properly fit 

your boots shouldn't really be an option at all - it should be 

mandatory.  That's why ALL Union bindings come equipped 

with adjustable heelcups.

All Union Bindings are built with the highest quality materials.  

The result is the strength, safety, security and the confidence 

of a lifetime warranty on all baseplates.  Guaranteed.
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(BLACK) (RED)
(WOMENS S/M) (WOMENS S/M)
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ULTRAGRIP TOE STRAPS:
Updated design features Multi-Positional options 
and thermoplastic anti-slip material keeping 
you locked in and on point - a simplistic, yet 
highly durable design.

LOCKED IN
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STRONGER.
TRAVIS RICE
DAN BRISSE
ANTO CHAMBERLAND

BRYAN IGUCHI
ARTHUR LONGO 
TORSTEIN HORGMO

A UNION BINDING CO. TEAM MOVIE.
KAZU KOKUBO 
   
SCOTT STEVENS

DUSTIN CRAVEN
JOHNNY O’CONNOR
PHIL JACQUES

AVAILABLE ON UNIONBINDINGCOMPANY.COM AND REDBULL.TV  
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ALEX CATO / ALEX FISCHER / ALEX STAHIS / ALEXA MCARTY / ALEXANDER 
OSOKIN / ALJOSA KRIVEC / ANDY NUDDS / ANTHONY MOZZOTI / ANTOINE 
BADUEL / ARILLE GOLD / AUSTIN HIRONAKA / BEN BILOCQ / BEN POECHMAN 
/ BENNI FRIDBJORNSSON / BENNY MILAM / BORIS MOUTON / BORJA ESPANA 
/ BRADY LEM / BRAEDON WHEELER / BRANDON COCARD / BRENDAN GERARD / 
BRENDAN HUPP / BRENDAN REGO / BRIAN SKORUPSKI / CALE ZIMA / CALUM 
PATON / CHANDLER HUNT / SCOTT STEVENS / CHASE JOSEY / CHERYL MASS 
/ CHLOE SILLIERES / CHRIS BREWSTER / CHRIS FELLNER / CHRIS LARSON 
/ TRAVIS RICE / CHRISTIAN CONNORS / CHRISTY PRIOR / CHUL KYUN KIM 
/ CODY BIERSDORF / PHIL JACQUES / CODY LEE / CODY WARBLE / COREY 
SMITH / CURTIS CISZEK / DANGY / DANNY KASS / DARRELL MATHES / 
DAVID STRUBER / DYLAN GAMACHE / DYLAN NORDER / E-MAN ANDERSON / 
EGOR MAMAEV / ERIK OVERSON / FORREST BURKI / FORREST SHEARER / 
FREDRICK PERRY / GARRETT WARNICK / GEREMY GUIDO / GREG BRETZ / GUS 
WARBINGTON / GUSTAF LUNDSTROM / INGEMAR BACKMAN / JOHNNY O’CONNOR 
/ JACOB KRUGMIRE / JAEHUN CHOI / JAKE SELOVER / JAMES NIEDERBERGER 
/ JAMIE ANDERSON / JEFF “THE ATHLETE” HOLCE / JERON LOHNER / JESS 
KIMURA / JESSE GOUVIEA / JOHAN OLOFSSON / ARTHUR LONGO / JOHN 
CASTRO / JOHNNY LAZZ / JON OVERSON / JONAS BOESIGER / JOONAS 
ELORANTA / JORDAN BELL / JORDAN MORSE / JORDAN SMALL / JORN SIMMEN

JOSHUA BUCKHEISTER / JUSTIN FRONIUS / KAZU KOKUBO / KAI UJEJSKI 
/ KALEAH OPAL DRISCOLL / KALLE OHLSON / KATIE ORMEROD / KEVIN 
BACKSTROM / KEVIN HANSON / KEVIN JONES / KRISTER RALLES / KUSO / 
KYLE KENNEDY / KYLE MACK / LAURA HADAR / LAYNE TREETER / LUCAS 
OUELLETTE / LUCIO DOGLIONI MAJER / MAC MALKOSKI / MANU DOMINGUEZ / 
MANUEL PIETROPOLI / DAN BRISSE / MARC SALAS MANOSA / MARCO HUANG 
/ MARCUS RAND / MARIE LUGGEN / MARK GOODALL / MARKUS OLIMSTAD / 
MARTYN VACHON / MARY LUGGEN / GIGI RÜF / MASATO TODA / MAT SCHAER 
/ TORSTEIN HORGMO / MATHIAS WEISSENBACHER / MATI SCHMITT / MATT 
CUMMINS / MATT HENEGHAN / MATT WAINHOUSE / MAXWELL CARL SCOTT / 
MELLISA RITANO / MIKE RANQUET / MIKE RAV / MILO MALKOSKI / MONS 
RØISLAND / NEJC FERJAN / NIC HARVEY / NIC HERINGA / NICHOLAS WOLKEN 
/ PARKER DUKE / PETR HORAK / QUINTON JONES / RANDY VANNURDEN / 
REID SMITH / RICHIE CONKLIN / ROWAN COULTAS / RYAN LANHAM / DUSTIN 
CRAVEN / RYAN TIENE / SASCHA HAMM / ANTO CHAMBERLAND / SCOTTY 
JAMES / SEBBE DE BUCK / SEPPE SMITH / SETH HILL / SIMON CUDLIP 
/ SIMON GRUBER / SIMON PIRCHER / STEN SMOLA / STEPHAN MAUER / 
TADASHI FUSE / TARQUIN ROBBINS / TEMPLE CUMMINS / TIM KEVIN RAVNJAK 
/ TOM BURT / VALERIAN DUCOURTIL / WILL GILMORE / YUSAKU HORII / 
YUTA KIYOHARA / BRYAN IGUCHI / ZAC MARBEN / ZEBASTIAN LANDMARK

17/18 UNION TEAM SUPPORTING RIDERS
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SOFTGOODS

M-L-XL M-L-XL

AVAILABLE SIZES: AVAILABLE SIZES:

100% COTTON 100% COTTON

BLACK WHITE

BACK

MATERIAL: MATERIAL:

COLOR: COLOR:

SHORT SLEEVED T-SHIRT

P:
 
DA

R
CY

 
B
AC

H
A
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SKU: 176041

M-L-XL

AVAILABLE SIZES:

100% COTTON

BLACK

MATERIAL:

COLOR:

HOODED SWEATSHIRT

SIDE

SKU: 176051

SKU: 176031

ONE SIZE FITS MOST

AVAILABLE SIZES:

50/50 COTTON-NYLON

BLACK WITH ORANGE PATCH

MATERIAL:

COLOR:

HAT

SKU: 176061

LONG SLEEVED T-SHIRT

ESSENTIAL UNION GEAR
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UNION GENUINE PARTS

Pre-pack genuine parts box

SKU: 1740100

SPARE PARTS KIT
Pre-Assembled

SKU: 1741100

ULTRA GRIP TOE STRAP KIT
Pre-pack genuine parts box

SKU: 1740200

SPARE PARTS KIT - EXPEDITION
4x2 and Channel

SKU: 1740800

MINIDISK
Pre-pack genuine parts box

SKU: 1741400

GENUINE PARTS - MEDIUM
4X2, 4X4, and Channel

SKU: 1740900

REGULAR DISK

Pre-pack genuine parts box

SKU: 1741500

GENUINE PARTS - LARGE
4x4 and 3 hole

SKU: 1741000

3 HOLE DISK
Baseplate Disc Hardware

SKU: 1740300

MOUNTING HARDWARE
Classic Atlas Style Strap.  Assembled.

SKU: 1741200

ANKLE STRAP KIT - MEDIUM
2 Ratchets + 2 Screws

SKU: 1740400

ANKLE RATCHET
Classic Atlas Style Strap.  Assembled.

SKU: 1741300

ANKLE STRAP KIT - LARGE

2 Ratchets + 2 Screws

SKU: 1740500

TOE RATCHET
Assorted kiss cut stickers

SKU: 1750200

UNION LOGO STICKER PACK
2 Toe + 2 Ankle

SKU: 1740600

TOOL-LESS ADJUSTER
Classic Union logo sticker

SKU: 1750100

UNION LOGO STICKER
2 Blocks + 2 Levers

SKU: 1740700

FORWARD LEAN ADJUSTER
Diecut Union Icons

SIZE: 6.5 Inch

UNION U DIECUT

KEEP YOUR BINDINGS IN CHECK
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SKU: 1750400

SIZE: 3.5 Inch

SKU: 1750300



POINT OF PURCHASE

AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN:

AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN:

AVAILABLE IN:

AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN:

ORANGE SHELF - US SPEC BIG ROLL BANNER

UNION METAL SIGN COUNTER LOGO - FOAM

ORANGE SHELF - EU SPEC

UNION APRON SAW BLADE KEYCHAIN

UNION BINDING COMPANY / 2017.18 SHOP SUPPORT

RETAIL SHOP SUPPORT

NYLON MESH

ORANGE/WHITE

MATERIAL:

FOAM

BLACK/WHITE/ORANGE

100% COTTON CANVASEMBOSSED ALUMINUM

INJECTED PLASTIC

ORANGE/WHITE

ORANGE/CHROME

INJECTED NYLON

ORANGE WITH CHROME RING

MATERIAL:MATERIAL:

INJECTED PLASTIC

ORANGE/WHITE

ORANGE

MATERIAL:

MATERIAL:

MATERIAL:

MATERIAL:
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SKU: 1750500

SKU: 1750700

SKU: 1750600

SKU: 1750800

SKU: 1750900

SKU: 1751000 SKU: 1750010



UNION DISTRIBUTION WHERE TO TRACK DOWN UNION PRODUCTS NEAR YOU.

ADDITIONAL CONTACT INFO
& UPDATED DISTRO LISTS AT: 
UNIONBINDINGCOMPANY.COM

ARGENTINA 
26 SPORTS SRL 

+54 9 294 439 9013

facundo@snowboardpatagonia.com

LEBANON
Board Inc.

+96171562451

nourfsaliba@gmail.com

AUSTRALIA + NEW ZEALAND     
Principle Distribution

+613 5261 6400

info@principledistribution.com.au

LITHUANIA
UAB Kiek Pucia

+370 5 27 36 100

info@surfhouse.lt

AUSTRIA + GERMANY 
Deeluxe Sportartikel Handels GmbH

+43 5332 930 81

info@deeluxe.com

MACEDONIA
Saboks Trejd Dooe Skopje

+389 2 2470 641

info@sabox.com.mk

 ITALY
California Sports

+39 011 9277 943

info@californiasport.it

JAPAN
Custom Produce Inc.

+81 4 7183 2380

home@customproduce.com

KOREA
GMP Company

+82 2 557 6580

info@gmpcompany.co.kr

BENELUX
Snowforce BVBA

+32 3 491 1040

info@snowforce.be

NORWAY
Daggers AS

+47 9077 4599

thomas@daggers.no

BULGARIA
Hani Gavani

+359 88 494 8057

boardacademy@gmail.com

POLAND 
Skateshop.pl

+48 601 736 189

piotr@skateshop.pl

CANADA
No Limits

+1 604 431 7330

customercare@nolimits.ca

PORTUGAL
White Trash.supply

+351 916 006 046 

Matias@whitetrash.supply

CHILE
Chill & Project

+56 2 29798070

ventas@chillandproject.com

ROMANIA
SC H2O Sports International srl

+4 021 312 55 77

shop@h2o.ro

CHINA 
Beijing GDRsport Trading co.,Ltd.

+86 133 8112 6162

ly@gdrsport.com

RUSSIA
Radical Distribution

Email Preferred

info@radicaldistribution.ru

CROATIA
Kvadratura D.O.O.

+385 91 3666 700

ivan@chill.hr

SLOVAKIA
Cornerboardshop

+421 903 468746

presport@presport.sk

CZECH REPUBLIC
Destiny Distribution s.r.o.

+420 734 445 391

lukas@destinydistribution.cz

SLOVENIA   
Obession

+386 1 282 2028

bojan@obsession.si

ESTONIA + LATVIA
Surfar OÜ

+372 631 3095

info@surfhouse.ee

SPAIN + ANDORRA
Happy Riding S.L

+34 918 28 4044

info@happyriding.net

FINLAND 
Oy Santaco Sport Ltd

+358 104 257 300

info@santacosport.fi

SWEDEN + DENMARK
Mob Distribution Scandinavia™

+46 911 27 4700

info@mobdist.com

FRANCE
V7 Distribution

+33 1 56 73 97 77

v7@v7distribution.com

21 Kifissia

+30 210 8013 594

nikos@21kifissia.com

SWITZERLAND
DAC Sport Import S.A.

+41 21 869 0220

info@dacsport.ch

GREECE TURKEY 
Eskapi Kar Sporlari

+90 216 465 7755

info@proshoptr.com

HUNGARY 
TandT Sport Kft

+36 309 967 882

lazsadi.laszlo@tandtsport.hu

UKRAINE
Boomerang Distribution

+38 067 670 01 04 

bumerang_sport@yahoo.com

ICELAND
Mohawks (Tgi4 ehf.)

+354 616 7855

leon@mohawks.is

UNITED KINGDOM + IRELAND
The Riders Lounge

+ 44 (0) 1732 866 989

info@theriderslounge.com

IRAN
Cup Sport Puriya

+98 21 6645 4317

adib@cupsports.com

USA
C3 Worldwide

206 632 1601

info@c3ww.com 

ISRAEL
Israel Skateboard Club Ltd

+972 775 641497

reuven.adi@googlemail.com
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(M-1730113/L-1730115) (M-1730213/L-1730215)

EXPEDITION FC

(M-1730223/L-1730225) (S-1733011/M-1733013/L-1733015) (S-1733021/M-1733023)

LEGACY

(S-1733111/M-1733113) (S-1733121/M-1733123) (S-1733131/M-1733133)

TRILOGY

(S-1733211/M-1733213/L-1733215) (S-1733221/M-1733223) (S-1733231/M-1733233)

MILAN

(S-1733311/M-1733313/L-1733315) (S-1733321/M-1733323) (S-1733331/M-1733333)

JULIET

(S-1733411/M-1733413) (S-1733421/M-1733423)

ROSA

(S-1730811/M-1730813/L-1730815) (M-1730823/L-1730825) (M-1730833/L-1730835)

FORCE

(M-1730843/L-1730845)

(S-1730911/M-1730913/L-1730915) (M-1730923/L-1730925) (M-1730933/L-1730935)

CONTACT

(M-1730943/L1730945)

(S-1731011/M-1731013/L-1731015) (M-1731023/L-1731025) (M1731033/L-1731035)

STR

(S-1731111/M-1731113/L-1731115) (M-1731123/L-1731125) (M-1731133/L-1731135)

FLITE PRO

(S-1732011/M-1732013)

CADET

(M-1730313/L-1730315) (M-1730413/L-1730415)

ULTRAULTRA FC

(M-1730423/L-1730425)

(M-1730513/L-1730515) (M-1730523/L-1730525) (M-1730533/L-1730535)

FALCOR

(M-1730613/L-1730615) (M-1730623/L-1730625) (M-1730633/L-1730635)

ATLAS

(S-1730711/M-1730713/L-1730715) (M-1730723/L-1730725) (M-1730733/L-1730735)

CONTACT PRO

(M-1730743/L-1730745)

EXPEDITION

MEN’S COLLECTION WOMEN’S COLLECTION




